We investigate quantum correlations in the ground state of noninteracting Fermi gases of N particles trapped by an external space-dependent harmonic potential, in any dimension. For this purpose, we compute one-particle correlations, particle fluctuations and bipartite entanglement entropies of extended space regions, and study their large-N scaling behaviors. The half-space von Neumann entanglement entropy is computed for any dimension, obtaining SHS ≈ c l N (d−1)/d ln N , analogously to homogenous systems, with c l = 1/6, 1/(6 √ 2), 1/(6 √ 6) in one, two and three dimensions respectively. We show that the asymptotic large-N relation SA ≈ π 2 VA/3, between the von Neumann entanglement entropy SA and particle variance VA of an extended space region A, holds for any subsystem A and in any dimension, analogously to homogeneous noninteracting Fermi gases.
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent developments in the experiments of dilute atom gases, namely the achievement of Bose-Einstein condensation in dilute atomic vapors of 87 Rb and 23 Na [1, 2] and the great progress in the experimental manipulation of cold atoms in optical lattices [3] have provided a great opportunity to investigate the interplay between quantum and statistical behaviors in many-body systems. A common feature of these experiments is the presence of a confining harmonic potential which traps the particles within a limited spatial region. The capability of varying the confining potential, which may also depend on the spatial directions, allows also to vary the effective spatial geometry of the particle systems, including quasi-1D geometries, see, e.g., Refs. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
In this paper we investigate the quantum correlations arising within the ground state of noninteracting Fermi gases trapped by an external space-dependent harmonic potential. Quantum correlations can be characterized by the expectation values of the products of local operators, such as the particle density and one-particle operators, or by their integral over a space region A, such as the particle-number fluctuations within A. Quantum correlations are also characterized by the fundamental phenomenon of entanglement, which gives rise to nontrivial connections between different parts of extended quantum systems [10] [11] [12] . A measure of entanglement is achieved by computing von Neumann (vN) or Rényi entanglement entropies of the reduced density matrix of a subsystem. One-particle correlations and bipartite entanglement entropies provide important and complemetary information of the quantum behavior of many-body systems, because they probe different features of the quantum dynamics.
We consider Fermi gases of N particles confined by harmonic traps of arbitrary dimension, and study the large-N scaling behavior of the above-mentioned observables to characterize the quantum correlations of the ground state. We determine the asymptotic behaviors of the half-space entanglement entropies in any dimension, which turn out to increase as N (d−1)/d ln N , analogously to homogenous systems [13] . We study the relation between particle fluctuations and entanglement entropies of extended space regions. This is motivated by recent proposals of considering the particle fluctuations as effective probes of many-body entanglement at zero temperature [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , which are more easily accessible experimentally. In homogeneous finite-volume systems of noninteracting fermions, of any dimension, the vN entanglement entropy S A of an extended subsystem A turns out to be closely related to the particle variance V A within A. Indeed, asymptotically for a large number of particles N , S A /V A ≈ π 2 /3 for any subsystem A and in any dimension [19] , with O(1/ ln N ) corrections. We show that this asymptotic behavior also holds in the presence of a space-dependent harmonic potential, such as the one which characterizes recent experiments with cold atoms. For this purpose we present several analytical results in the large-N limit, and numerical (practically exact) results at fixed N by computations from the ground-state wave function.
The paper is organized as follows. Sec. II reports some general expressions for the ground-state many-body wave function of free fermion gases in a harmonic trap, and define the observables that we consider. Sec. III focuses on one-dimensional (1D) systems. Systems in higher dimensions are considered in Sec. IV. Finally, in Sec. V we summarize our main results and draw our conclusions.
II. GROUND STATE AND OBSERVABLES OF TRAPPED FREE FERMION GASES
A. The ground state in a harmonic trap
We consider a gas of N noninteracting spinless fermionic particles of mass m confined within a limited space region by an external potential. In the following we set ℏ = 1 and m = 1. The ground-state wave function is Ψ(x 1 , ...,
where ψ i are the lowest N eigensolutions of the oneparticle Schrödinger equation
A generic power-law rotational-invariant potential such as
where l is the trap size, gives rise to a trap length scale ξ which behaves as a nontrivial power of l,
where θ is the trap exponent [20] , which does not depend on the spatial dimension in free fermion gases. The power p = 2 describes the harmonic trap, where ξ is the socalled oscillator length. In the limit p → ∞ the system becomes equivalent to a Fermi gas confined by a hardwall spherical trap of radius l.
The one-particle energy spectrum in harmonic traps is discrete. The eigensolutions can be written as a product of eigenfunctions of corresponding 1D Schrodinger problems, i.e.
where the n i label the eigenfunctions along the d directions, which are
where X = x/ξ, and H n (x) are the Hermite polynomials. Note however that, although the spatial dependence of the one-particle eigenfunctions is decoupled along the various directions, fermion gases in different dimensions present notable differences due to the nontrivial filling of the lowest N states which provides the ground state of the N -particle system. The above one-particle eigensolutions allow us to reconstruct the corresponding fermion-gas ground state (1), and study its general properties by computing particle correlations and bipartite entanglement entropies. In the following we also set l = 1, thus
The dependence on ℏ, m and l = ω −1 of the quantities considered can be easily reconstructed by a dimensional analysis.
B. Observables 1. One-particle and density correlations
The one-particle correlation function reads
where c(x) is the fermionic annihilation operator. The particle density and the connected density-density correlation are respectively given by
where n(x) = c(x) † c(x) is the particle-density operator, and we used the Wick theorem to write G n in terms of the two-point function C.
Particle fluctuations and entanglement entropies
Other important measures of the quantum correlations are related to extended spatial regions, such as the distribution of the particle number and the entanglement with the rest of the system.
The expectation value and connected correlators
of the particle-number operator of an extended region A,
characterize the particle distribution within A. For this purpose, it is convenient to introduce the cumulants of the particle distribution, which can be defined through a generator function as [21] 
In particular, the particle variance reads
(the superscript m = 2 will be understood in the case of the particle variance). A measure of the entanglement of the extended region A with the rest of the system is provided by the Rényi entanglement entropies, defined as
where ρ A is the reduced density matrix ρ A of the subsystem A. For α → 1, we recover the vN definition
(the superscript α = 1 will be understood in the case of the vN entanglement entropy). In noninteracting Fermi gases the particle cumulants and the entanglement entropies of a subsystem A can be related to the two-point function C(x, y) restricted within A, which we denote by C A (x, y). The particle number and cumulants within A can be derived using the relations (see e.g. Ref. [18] )
The vN and Rényi entanglement entropies can be evaluated from the eigevalues of C A (x, y) (see Refs. [22, 23] for applications to lattice systems). The computation of particle cumulants and entanglement entropies in Fermi gases of N particles is much simplified by introducing the N × N overlap matrix A [24, 25] ,
where the integration is over the spatial region A, and involves the lowest N energy levels. The overlap matrix A and the restricted two-point function C A satisfy
which implies that the particle cumulants and the entanglement entropies can be computed form the eigenvalues of the N × N overlap matrix A. The eigenvalues a i of A are real and limited, a i ∈ (0, 1). The particle number and cumulants can be computed using the relations [19] N A = TrA and
In particular,
etc.... The vN and Rényi entanglement entropies are obtained by [24, 26] 
where a n are the eigenvalues of A, and
and, in particular,
for the vN entropy. We also mention that, while TrA gives the average particle number N A within A, detA is the probability to find all particles within A. We consider two different partitions of the space: (i) The subsystem B is separated from the rest by a hyperplane at a distance x from the center of the trap. The corresponding x-dependent particle cumulants and entanglement entropies are denoted by V 
We also define
(ii) The subsystem S is a region containing the center of trap, and enclosed by two parallel hyperplanes at distance x from the center. The corresponding entanglement entropies are denoted by V S (x). In one dimension, the subsystem S is given by the symmetric interval S = [−x, x] (where x = 0 corresponds to the center of the trap).
III. FERMI GASES IN 1D TRAPS
In this section we consider 1D noninteracting spinless fermion gases of N particles confined by a power-law external potential, in particular by a harmonic potential. This model has a wider application, because 1D Bose gases in the limit of strong short-ranged repulsive interactions can be mapped into a spinless fermion gas. The basic model to describe the many-body features of a boson gas confined to an effective 1D geometry is the Lieb-Liniger model with an effective two-particle repulsive contact interaction [27] ,
where N is the number of particles and V (x) is the confining potential. The limit of infinitely strong repulsive interactions corresponds to a 1D gas of impenetrable bosons [28] , the Tonks-Girardeau gas. 1D Bose gases with repulsive two-particle short-ranged interactions become more and more nonideal with decreasing the particle density, acquiring fermion-like properties, so that the 1D gas of impenetrable bosons is expected to provide an effective description of the low-density regime of confined 1D bosonic gases [29] . Therefore, due to the mapping between 1D gases of impenetrable bosons and spinless fermions, some correlations in free fermion gases are identical to those of the hard-core boson gases, such as those related to the particle density, particle fluctuations of extended regions, and bipartite entanglement entropies of connected parts. This correspondence holds also in the presence of an external space-dependent potential.
A. The particle correlators
In 1D noninteracting Fermi systems with N particles in a harmonic trap, the two-point correlation function (10) can be written as
where we used the Christoffel-Darboux relation for othornormal polynomials. The particle density ρ(x) = C(x, x),
shows a peculiar behavior characterized by N local maxima, which get suppressed by powers of 1/N with increasing N . Since the particle density and the density correlator of free fermion gases are equal to those of boson gases in the hard-core limit, the results already obtained for system of impenetrable bosons in a trapping potential apply also to trapped fermion gases. The large-N asymptotic expansion is known to O(1/N ) [30, 31] . The leading behavior is given by
with
and R ρ (ζ) = 0 for ζ > ζ c = √ 2. The space dependence of the connected correlation function of the particle density operator n x = c(x) † c(x) presents a different large-N scaling behavior, characterized by different power laws [32] , i.e.,
for x = y, as shown by Fig. 1 . Note that the asymptotic regime of G n is not approached uniformly when x → y,
. The large-N scaling function of the particle density in a harmonic trap vanishes at ζ c = √ 2 where R ρ (ζ c ) = 0. Around this point the particle correlations [32] , and also the entanglement entropies, show a different large-N scaling behaviors characterized by other power laws [33] . Indeed, around the point x c ≡ N 1/2 ζ c , the particle density and its correlation behave as
The scaling function g ρ (z) can be obtained from related computations within the Gaussian unitary ensembles of random matrices [31, 34] :
B. Spatial entanglement
Half-space entanglement entropy
The asymptotic large-N behavior of the half-space (A = [−∞, 0] where x = 0 is the center of the trap) vN and Rényi entanglement entropies can be inferred by exploiting known results for the 1D hard-core BoseHubbard model in the presence of an external power-law potential V (x) = (x/l) p and a chemical potential, which is equivalent to a lattice free-fermion model. The derivation is outlined in App. A. We obtain
where
p is the power-law of the potential, and y α is given in Eq. (A12). Note that the leading logarithmic term, and in particular its coefficient, is independent of the trapping potential, and it is equal to that of homogeneous systems with open boundary conditions [24, 26] , which is determined by the corresponding conformal field theory [35] with central charge c = 1. The asymptotic behavior (42) in the limit p → ∞ reproduces the results for homogeneous systems with open boundary conditions [24, 26] 
because in the limit p → ∞ the system becomes equivalent to a Fermi gas confined by a 1D hard-wall trap of size L = 2l. In order to check the convergence to this asymptotic behavior, we numerically compute the half-space entanglement entropies S (α) HS of N particles in the presence of a harmonic trap. We use the method based on the overlap matrix (22) , i.e. we numerically compute its eigenvalues and then obtain the entanglement entropies through Eq. (28) . Figs. 2 and 3 show data for the vN and α = 2 Rényi entropies. They are fully consistent with the asymptotic behavior (42) . In particular, the large-N behavior of the vN entropy turns out to behave as
with c 1 ≈ −1/8 (with a precision better than 10 −6 , see Fig. 3 , c 2 ≈ 0.009893 and c 3 ≈ 0.066 (the uncertainty should be on the last figures). The data of the α = 2 Rényi entropy, shown in Fig. 3 , fits the Ansatz Finally, we mention that the effects of a power-law trapping potential on the scaling behavior of the entanglement at the quantum critical point of 1D lattice models were investigated in Refs. [33, [36] [37] [38] . In particular, the 1D hard-core Bose-Hubbard model, which is equivalent to a free fermion lattice model, was considered in the superfluid phase at half filling [33] . As shown by the arguments reported in App. A, used to derive Eq. (42), these results are somehow related with the large-N scaling of 1D Fermi gases investigated in this section, in particular when the chemical potential is driven toward the superfluid-to-empty transition. However the large-N scaling behavior of 1D continuum Fermi gases presents distinct features, as pointed out in Refs. [24, 26] in the case of homogenous systems.
Finite intervals around the center of the trap
We now consider a symmetric interval S = [−x, x] around the center of the trap. By integrating the large-N particle density (35) within the interval S = [−x, x], we obtain the average number N S (x) of particles within S in the large-N limit, Fig. 4 shows results for the particle number within S at fixed N , up to N = 100. They show that the large-N limit (47) is rapidly approached by the data.
Results for the vN and α = 2 entanglement entropies up to N = 180 are shown in Figs. 5. With increasing N , the subtracted data of S (α) S − 2C α ln N appear to approach a function of ζ ≡ x/N 1/2 . Therefore, we infer the large-N scaling behavior 
The scaling functions f (α)
S (ζ) are expected to be singular at ζ = 0 corresponding to a vanishing interval, and at ζ = √ 2, which corresponds to the point where the particle density vanishes in the large-N limit, cf. Eq. (35 ) . Note that the space dependence scales analogously to that of the particle density, cf. Eq. (35), while it differs from that of the connected density-density correlation, cf Eq. (37) .
The large-N convergence is rapid at least up to ζ ≈ 1, but also the data for 1 ζ √ 2 appear to approach a unique curve, although more slowly. Moreover, the behavior of the data with increasing N suggests that the large-N scaling functions f (α) S (ζ) are independent of α. Actually, they turn out to be well approximated by the simple function
as shown in Fig. 5 for the α = 1 vN and α = 2 Rényi entropies. In Fig. 6 we show the differences between the vN entropy S S (x) and the asymptotic behavior (48) with f S given by Eq. (49), at its maximum ζ = 2 −1/2 and at ζ = 2 −3/2 . For example at ζ = 2 −1/2 the data show deviations smaller than 0.01 for N 100, suggesting that the deviation in the large-N limit should be less than 0.01. Smaller deviations are observed at ζ = 2 −3/2 , see Fig. 6 . A more precise large-N extrapolation is made difficult by the presence of oscillations, whose structure is not clear, see Fig. 6 .
It is worth comparing the above results with the behavior of analogous quantities in homogeneous Fermi gas within hard walls, whose entanglement entropies of the interval S = [−x, x] around the center of the hard-wall trap of size L = 2l = 2 are given by [26] Finally, Fig. 7 shows results for the quantity S 
They also suggest that f
∆ is independent of α, although the convergence of the α = 2 Rényi entropy is slower than that of the vN entropy, apparently
C. Particle fluctuations in extended spatial subsystems
Some results for the half-space particle variance and quartic cumulant are shown in Fig. 8 . They are characterized by large odd-even oscillations in the number of particles. An educated guess for the asymptotic large-N behavior of the half-space particle variance in a generic 
HS ≈ −0.009255.
This asymptotic behavior is somehow derived by analogy with the asymptotic behavior of the half-space Rényi entanglement entropies, taking also into account the known asymptotic behavior of the particle variance in hard-wall traps [19] ,
which must be recovered in p → ∞ limit.
Concerning the other cumulants, we expect that the leading term is the same as that of homogenous systems within hard walls, like the leading terms of the entanglement entropies and particle variance. Thus
where v 2i are the same constant appearing in the case of the hard-wall trap [19] , i.e. ν 4 = −0.0092552, ν 6 = 0.00404469, etc... The above large-N predictions are fully supported by the numerical data at fixed N with increasing N , as shown in Fig. 9 , where we also show data averaged over two subsequent particle numbers to suppress the oddeven oscillations. In the case of the particle variance, the amplitude of the odd-even oscillations appear to decrease as O(1/N ), while the average between the data for subsequent particle numbers approaches the predicted asymptotic behavior much more rapidly. In the case of the quartic cumulant, the oscillations get suppressed more slowly, but their odd-even average approaches the predicted value quite rapidly. For the largest available values of N the difference of these averages from the asymptotic predicted behaviors is O(10 −5 ). We now consider the interval S = [−x, x] around the center of the trap. In Fig. 10 we show the particle variance for values of N up to N = 180. They show a behavior analogous to that of the entanglement entropies, see Fig. 5 , and are consistent with
The analysis of the data with increasing N is consistent with the relation f V (ζ) = f S (ζ) are the corresponding scaling functions of the entangelement entropies, cf. Eq. (48) . Therefore, f V (ζ) is well approximated by the same function f a (ζ), cf. Eq. (49). Again, this behavior resembles that of the homogeneous system within a hard-wall trap of size L = 2l = 2, which is [19] V S (x) = 1 π 2 ln N + ln sin(πx) + (56)
In Fig. 11 we show the third and quartic cumulants of the interval S = [−x, x]. They are characterized by oscillations which increase when ζ → √ 2, but remain apparently limited with increasing N .
IV. HIGHER-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS
In this section we consider Fermi gases confined by twoand three-dimensional traps. We again study the large-N behavior of the particle correlators, cumulants of the particle-number distribution and entanglement entropies of extended spatial regions. The vN and Rényi entanglement entropies of extended spatial subsystems in the ground state of homogenous Fermi gases of d dimension grow asymptotically as N (d−1)/d ln N , with a prefactor that is analytically computed using the Widom conjecture [39] , for both periodic and open boundary conditions. The logarithmic correction to the power-law behavior is related to the area-law violation in lattice free fermions [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] , i.e. for a large subsystem A of linear size ℓ in an infinite ddimensional lattice the entanglement entropies scale like
In this section we study the effects of a space-dependent confining potential in 2D and 3D Fermi systems, investigating again the relations between particle fluctuations and entanglement entropies. 
A. Particle density and its correlator
Using the results of Sec. II, we can easily obtain results for the particle density and the density correlator in the presence of trap. Some data for 2D and 3D systems in a harmonic trap are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. They show the scaling behavior
where r ≡ |x|. Note that, even in dimensions higher than one, the large-N space rescalings of the particle density and its connected correlation are different.
B. Half-space entanglement entropies and particle fluctuations
In homogeneous systems with periodic and open boundary conditions, the half-space entaglement en- tropies of a square L 2 system with open boundary conditions behave as [13] 
The asymptotic large-N behavior of the half-space particle cumulants and Rényi entanglement entropies can be also computed analytically in the presence of an external harmonic potential. For this purpose, we exploit the fact that the corresponding overlap matrix (22) is a block diagonal matrix. Indeed, relabeling the indeces n, m of the N × N overlap matrix as n 1 , ..., n d , using Eq. (5), we can write the half-space overlap matrix as
where φ n are the 1D eigenfunctions (7), the indeces n 1 , ..., n d correspond to the lowest N states according to the Eqs. (6) and (8) . Let us first consider a 2D system. We construct the ground state of a Fermi gases by filling all states with
The number N of particles is a function of n e , which asymptotically reads N = n 2 e /2. Since the overlap matrix (60) is block diagonal, for any integer k we have
TrA 1D (n e − n 1 ) k , (62)
where A 1D (M ) is the half-space M × M overlap matrix of the 1D system. This also implies analogous exact relations for all observables which can be constructed by traces of powers of the overlap matrix or from its eigenvalues, such as the particle cumulants and the entanglement entropies, cf. Eqs. (24) and (28) . Thus,
HS,1D (n e − n 1 ).
In order to derive their large-N asymptotic behaviors, we replace the sums by integrals and use the relation N = n 2 e /2, i.e.
Then we use the asymptotic formulas for the 1D quantities, cf. Eqs. (41), (42), (52), (53), obtaining
The approximations used to derive this asymptotic behavior from Eq. (64) should not affect the leading O(N 1/2 ln N ) and next-to-leading O(N 1/2 ) term, so that the constants a and a 0 should be considered as exact. This is confirmed by the analysis of the large-N behavior of numerical data at fixed N . In Fig. 14 we compare these asymptotic expansions with the data up to N ≈ 5000 for the vN and α = 2 Rényi entropy, which clearly support them.
For the particle cumulants we obtain
where ν m are the constants of the leading large-N behavior in one dimension, cf. Eq. (54). The above calculations can be straightforwardly extended to higher dimensions. In three dimensions we obtain
The above method can be also used to express the entanglement entropies and particle cumulants of the subsystems B and S, defined at the end of Sec. II B 2, in terms of sum of 1D contributions for the interval [−∞, x] and [−x, x] respectively. In particular, in the case of 2D stripes S contained within two parallel lines at distance x from the center, the overlap matrix is
(72) which leads to equations analogous to Eqs. (62-65). Then, using the continuum approximation and the asymptotic large-N behaviors of the 1D entanglement enetropies of the interval [−x, x], cf. Eq. (48), we arrive at the asymptotic behavior
The coefficient of the leading logarithmic term is just twice that of the half-space entanglement entropy (79), because the boundary of the stripe is double. Analogously, in three dimensions, we obtain
Note that the large-N scaling of the space variables depends on the spatial dimension d. For a generic d, it depends on the scaling variable x/N 1/(2d) . The large-N scaling of the space dependence of the entanglement entropies from the size of the extended space region can be also checked from the difference S ∆ (x) = S B (x)−S HS (we recall that the subsystem B is separated from the rest by a hyperplane at a distance x from the center of the trap). Fig. 15 shows numerical results for the α = 1 vN and the α = 2 Rényi entropyes, which support the large-N scaling S (α)
∆ (x/N 1/4 ), i.e. the same large-N scaling of the space dependence as in Eq. (73). Fig. 16 shows the vN S ∆ (x) for 3D systems, which appear to scale as S ∆ (x) = N 2/3 f ∆ (x/N 1/6 ). Analogous results are obtained for the particle variance. In particular, we find that the ratios of the coefficients of the leading terms in the asymptotic behaviors of the entanglement entropies and the particle variance satisfy the universal relation
for any subsystem A considered and in any dimension.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We investigate the quantum correlations arising in the ground state of free fermion gases trapped by an external space-dependent harmonic potential, V ∝ x 2 /l 2 where l is the trap size, in one, two and three dimensions. We consider systems of N particles, and focus on the large-N scaling behaviors of the quantum correlations, as inferred by the expectation values of product of local operators and bipartite entanglement entropies which quantify the nontrivial entanglement connections between different parts of extended quantum systems. In particular, we study the relations between the entanglement entropies and the cumulants of the particle distribution within the same extended subsystem, which can be obtained by integration of the particle-density correlations.
Our results for the large-N behaviors of the particle density ρ(x), the two-point particle correlation C(x, y) and the connected density-density correlation G n (x, y), can be summarized by the following scaling equations:
and
for x 1 = x 2 , where d is the spatial dimension of the system, ξ ≡ l θ is the (oscillator) length scale induced by the trap, and θ = 1/2 is the trap exponent for the harmonic potential. The above large-N behaviors are expected to also hold for higher power laws of the external potential, i.e. V (r) ∝ (r/l) p , by replacing the corresponding value of the trap exponent, i.e. θ ≡ p/(p+2). In the limit p → ∞, corresponding to hard-wall trap, the scaling laws of homogeneous systems are recovered by setting θ = 1.
We compute and analyze the asymptotic large-N behaviors of the particle cumulants and entanglement entropies of extended spatial regions. Our main results are:
(i) The half-space Rényi entanglement entropies behave as
which includes the vN entanglement entropy when α → 1. In 1D systems, the constant of the logarithmic term is equal to that of the homogeneous system, i.e. c l = 1/6, which is related to the central charge c = 1 of the corresponding conformal field theory [24, 35] . We also determine the subleading constant c 0 , cf. Eqs. (41) (42) . We also obtain the constants c l and c 0 in higher dimensions, cf. Eqs. (68) and (71); in particular we find c l = 1/(6 √ 2) and c l = 1/(6 √ 6) for the leading logarithmic term in two and three dimensions respectively.
(ii) We compute the asymptotic large-N behavior of the half-space particle cumulants. Only even cumulants are nonzero, because half-space odd cumulants vanish by symmetry. We obtain
In one dimension, see Eqs. (52) and (54), the constants of the leading terms v l and w 2k turn out to be equal to those of the homogeneous system with open boundary conditions (hard walls), which were already computed in Refs. [19] (see also Refs. [18, 48] ). In particular, v l = 1/(2π 2 ) and v 0 is reported in Eq. (52) . The constants v l and v 0 are also evaluated in higher dimensions, cf. Eqs. (69) and (70). Only the particle variance presents the leading logarithmic term, like homogeneous systems. We find that, in any dimension and for any subsystem A, the ratio of the coefficients of the leading terms in the entanglement entropies and particle variance satisfies the relation
(iii) We also consider spatial bipartitions with different geometries, in particular the entanglement entropy of a stripe S around the center of the trap with the boundaries at a distance x (in 1D S = [−x, x]), defined in Sec. II B 2, and studied its space dependence. We find the general behavior
where c l is the same constant appearing in Eq. (79). The coefficient of the leading logarithmic term is just twice that of the half-space entanglement entropy (79), in any dimension, essentially because the boundary of the stripe is double. A detailed analysis of the 1D case is reported in Sec. III B 2. The particle variance shows an analogous behavior, i.e.
where v l is the same constant appearing in Eq. (80). Note that the large-N scaling of the space dependence of the entanglement entropies and particle variance is analogous to that of the particle density, while it differs from that of the particle correlation C(x, y) and the connected density correlation G n (x, y), cf. Eqs. (77) and (78). The above results (i), (ii) and (iii) are consistent with the known asymptotic behaviors of homogeneous Fermi gases with open boundary conditions [13, 19, 26] , obtainable by setting θ = p/(p + 2) → 1.
The large-N asymptotic behaviors are rapidly approached with increasing the number of particles. For example, in one dimension the behavior of O(10 2 ), of even less, particles is already well approximated by the asymptotic behaviors.
Finally, a few comments are in order concerning the relations between particle cumulants and entanglement entropies of an extended subsystems A. For noninteracting fermions, one can write down a formal expansion of the entanglement entropies of bipartitions in terms of the even cumulants [14] [15] [16] [17] , such as
In homogeneous noninteracting fermion gases with N particles in a finite volume of any dimension d, the above expansions gets effectively truncated in the large-N limit [19] because the high cumulants V 
Our results for Fermi gases trapped by a harmonic potential show an analogous scenario: the asymptotic relation (87) holds as well, in any dimension, significantly extending its validity. We mention that the close relation between entanglement entropy and variance in noninteracting Fermi gas is also found in off-equilibrium phenomena after local quantum quenches [15, 18, 49] , and in some dynamics regime of the off-equilibrium expansion of Fermi gases from a trap [50] .
The situation is more involved for interacting systems. In systems with localized interactions arising from impurities [51] , all the cumulants V (2k) contribute to the asymptotic large-N behavior of the entanglement entropies in the expansion S
, although the expansion turns out to be rapidly converging [19] . The conservation of a global charge, and in particular the particle number, is crucial for the connections between bipartite entanglement and particle fluctuations. For interacting systems not conserving the particle number, the entanglement should be related to the more fundamental energy transport.
Its large-L behavior can be written as
e α = ln 1 − µ 2 + ln(4/π) + y α , (A11)
where y α is given in Eq. (A12). This equation has been obtained using the results of Refs. [22, 35, 53, 54] . where φ is phase-like variable, 0 ≤ φ < 1, which parametrizes the modulations of the amplitude due to the periodic asymptotic occurrence of level crossings in the large-l limit [36] . We now consider a HC BH system of N particles in a trap (centered in the middle of the chain), and we want to study the bipartite entanglement entropy, and in particular the half-lattice entanglement entropy, in the limit of large trap size (after taking the infinite chain limit L → ∞) as a function of N . More precisely, we consider 
which is a finite function of N . Since N is kept fixed while l → ∞, this corresponds to the dilute regime µ 1. Let us define δ = 1 − µ, thus δ → 0 + corresponds to the dilution limit.
We want to derive asymptotic large-N behavior of S HS (N ). For this purpose, we need: (i) the dependence of a e on µ when µ → 1 − ; (ii) the relation between the number of particles and the chemical potential.
The dependence of a e on µ can be inferred from the behavior of the gap for δ → 0 (see Sec. IV B of Ref. [36] for p → ∞ (A19)
In 1D particle systems, the thermodynamic limit at fixed µ corresponds to N, l → ∞ keeping the ratio N/l fixed. Indeed, we have
The functionρ(µ) can be computed in the HC limit. The particle density in the large-l limit turns out to approach its local density approximation (LDA), with corrections that are suppressed by powers of the trap size and present a nontrivial TSS behaviour. Within the LDA, the particle density at the spatial coordinate x equals the particle density of the homogeneous system at the effective chemical potential
The LDA of the particle density reads n x lda ≡ ρ lda (x/l), where (A22) Asymptotically, the total particle number is obtained by integrating the LDA of the particle density ρ lda , obtainingρ
In the low-density regime, δ ≡ 1 − µ → 0, 
The above formula can be compared with large-L and then large-l extrapolations of numerical results by exact diagonalization of chains of size L and traps of size l centered between the middle sites. In particular, the Ndependent limit (A26) is approached with O(l −2θ ) corrections, where θ = p/(p + 2) is the trap exponent, conferming general theoretical arguments on the large-l corrections [32] .
The large trap-size limit keeping the particle number N fixed corresponds to the dilute limit of continuum models in the presence of the trapping potential. As argued in Ref. [32] , it also represents the asymptotic large-N behavior for finite on-site couplings U > 0 within the BH model, or finite-strength models of bosonic gases with short-range interactions.
